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Lab 3: Normalization of Microarray Experiments

In this computer lab we will look at a data set of 4 dual-channel microarrays from a
microarray experiment involving skin cancer cell-lines compared to normal.

Array Cy3 sample Cy5 sample
1 cancer normal
2 normal cancer
3 cancer normal
4 normal cancer

All the data and information about this experiment is part of the smida library and can
be incorporated into R by typing: data(skin).

The expression data skin$dat is stored as a 8×9216 matrix of log-transformed expression
values. The rows correspond to (cancer, normal, normal, cancer, cancer, normal, normal,
cancer), arranged in microarray pairs of the above table.

The aim of this lab is to normalize the data so that it can be used for further inference.

1. Visualization. How bad are the data actually?

(a) Are there any spatial problems on the array? Use the functions ma.image, ma.bw,
ma.persp and ma.contour to visualize several channels of several arrays.

(b) Are there any dye effects? Use scatter-plots (plot) of microarray pairs to check
for systematic dye effects.

(c) Are there systematic difference between the arrays? Use boxplots (boxplot)
and sammon plots (sammon) to visualize the overall expression levels across the
channels of the arrays.

boxplot(as.data.frame(t(skin$dat)))

skin.channels <- c("c1","n1","n2","c2","c3","n3","n4","c4")

skin.points <- sammon(dist(skin$dat))$points

plot(skin.points,type="n")

text(skin.points,labels=skin.channels)

2. Spatial normalization.

(a) Use the function spat.norm to normalize one of the channels of one of the arrays.



(b) Compare the microarray image before and after normalization.

3. Dye normalization.

(a) Use the function dye.norm to normalize one microarray for its dye effect.

(b) Compare the Cy3 vs Cy5 scatter plot before and after dye normalization.

4. Global normalization.

(a) Use the function cond.norm to normalize the dataset across all of the channels.

(b) Compare the distributions before and after normalization.

(c) Discuss whether any separate dye normalization is really necessary when one
applies this type of quantile normalization.

5. All together. Use the function all.norm to normalize the complete data set for
spatial and global effects.


